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       As I sit here trying to create our 2020 Hunt report I'm reminded how
tough of a year it was. Everyone has had to deal with the effects of Covid. Its

been hard on everyone, both financially and mentally. It definitely wasn't
what I was hoping for or expecting when I was sitting down writing our 2019

Hunt Report at this time last year. Regarless I think its important to be
optimistic and focus on the positives. 

 One of the big positives is the extra time we got to spend together with our
kids as a family.  Lets hope 2021 improves and everyone can start to get

back to a more normal life. 



Firsts off I’d like to thank for your interest in SWO and wish everyone a
Happy New Year! As many of you know this was our inaugural season. I’ve 
been in the industry for 10 years now and have always dreamed of owning
my own hunting area…. In 2019 that dream finally became a reality! In the

spring Jessica and I officially closed the deal on a world class whitetail/black
bear area in North Western Saskatchewan. Our first season turned out

great.One in part to the fact that we had great hunters that were willing be
patient in the stands and  also worked with us as we were getting our feet

under us.It also wouldn’t have been possible without a great crew. My mom
came out and was our cook and did an outstanding Job! A few of the hunters
didn’t want to leave camp.My dad and  friend/guide Joel worked there butts
off to make sure everyone had a great hunt.Then there’s the my wife Jessica

who was behind the scene taking care of odds and ends and watching our
kids. Without everyones help our first season would have been a different

story . So thank you

We were unable to get to camp for spring bear, so we enjoyed spring in the Yukon doing
some family camping along with a few fishing trips. In September we got out bird

hunting and even managed a few wolves one day. Normally I'm busy in August guiding
sheep hunts but this season I was able to get out to the mountains and help a good
friend get his first dall Sheep. I also took some time to recharge the batteries with a

solo sheep hunt for myself. Some of the Yukon Outfitters were able to take some
Canadian Clients so I ended up guiding a few hunts for Dall Sheep and Moose. The

hunts were alot of fun and everyone was successful. It was a really cool experience for
me as I was hunting in new areas that I hadn't  guided in before. I worked for North
Curl Outfitters and Cosco Outfitting both of which do a great job and have fantastic

hunting.  
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YUKON MOOSE 
HUNTS

I'm exicted to announce a new opportunity to be able to offer Yukon Moose Hunts through
Cosco Outfitting. While these are some of the biggest moose on the planet its much more then
a simple hunting trip. Its a total experience with a remote and untouched wilderness that you
have to fly into. Truely its the adventure of a lifetime. These will mostly be river based hunts
where we travel the river by either floating down in an inflatable raft or using a jet boat. We
will camp right along the banks of the river enjoying everything the Yukon has to offer. I had
the privilege to hunt some of the area this fall and was pleasantly surprised at the numbers
and quality of moose. Hunters can expect to see numerous moose each day. By hunting the
rut and utilizing calling the encounters are usually up close and personal and  very exciting.

Moose are typically in the 55'-60' range but do reach 65"+ 
There's always the chance to come across Grizzly bears, Caribou,Wolves or Wolverine and are

available as extra animals. Hunting space is limited and spots fill up quickly so if your
interested don' t wait to get intouch. 



This deer season was pretty low key. We only had a handful of Canadian clients but everyone
got a deer which was nice. We had some close encounters with a few nice bucks that we

never managed to get. The deer herd seems to be doing better each year and were seeing a
high number of up and comers. We have a huge territory (125 000 acres), which to date only
has been  very lightly hunted. There are many deer that have never seen people which gives
them the chance to mature and reach their full potential.  As our area is so large, one of my
main goals is to expand our network of trails and hunt in areas that previously haven’t been

hunted.  I'm excited for next season as we'll be hunting a bunch of previously unhunted areas
that are remote. We'll be utilizing a spike camp along with our main camp. This will allow us
to hunt  some great new areas along one of the rivers. We also got into another remote area

later in the season with an argo once things started to freeze up.  We are really looking
forward to seeing what these areas produce. 

SASKATCHEWAN 
WHITETAIL HUNTS

100% OPPORTUNITY
100% SUCESS RATE 



Let hope things improve throughout the new year so we're able to host our clients this spring for our Black Bear
Hunts and Fishing trips. There's lots of bear hunts on the market and it can be hard to stand out from the next guy.

Here's a few of the reasons to consider hunting with us. Simply put the bear hunting in our area is exceptional.
Typically 15-20% of our bears are colour phase. We also only target bears over 6'. We pride ourselves on harvesting
big mature boars by offering a limited number of hunts. This results in plenty of action in the stand with mutiple

bears at each bait. During the day we hit the river and offer up some excellent walleye fishing. We can also explore
on Atvs or simply relax before heading out for the evening hunt. It's a laid back atmosphere, with lots of socializing
and great camaraderie in camp. With that said all this is only possible because of the great crew I'm lucky to have.

This year my Mom was cooking along with babysitting my high energy 4 year old son Colton, who came up for 6
weeks. My Dad and Wes Knott were guiding and both went the extra mile for their hunters. Darin Robb worked his
butt off fixing the road and jumped in to help  whenever we needed it. Unfortunately my wife Jessica had to stay in
Whitehorse running her own business while trying to keep track of our 2 year old daughter Hailey. Hopefully we'll
have the whole family up for 2021. Thanks for your interest and support and don't be shy to drop us a line if you

would like more information on any of our hunts. 
 Sincerely Adam Stillar 

SASKATCHEWAN   
BEAR HUNTS 



Here's a few of our up and coming 
deer we'll be after in 2021 

2020 COVID  
SURVIVERS 
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